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The Patient Access Equation
Supporting Mission and Margin
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Kelli Jenkins
Research Analyst, Revenue Cycle
Over the course of nearly four years at HBI, Kelli has built
her expertise in pre-service operations, having done
extensive research on topics such as scheduling, preregistration, insurance verification, pre-authorization,
financial clearance, and more. She answers healthcare
providers’ questions about about patient access, has
presented on front-end strategies at the HFMA MidSouth
Institute conference, and recently contributed to a best
practice report on price transparency.
Kelli has a bachelor’s degree from the University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay and enjoys baking, blogging, and
hiking in her free time. She currently resides in Wisconsin
with her husband and their 10-year-old pointer mix.
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What is HBI?
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Challenges to Address
1. Patient Liabilities Continue to Grow
2. Patients Lack Financial Understanding
3. Price Transparency is Evolving
4. Inconsistent Processes Hinder Progress
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Patient Liabilities Continue to Grow
• Collecting from patients has more of an impact on the bottom line
than ever
% of Patients Under 65 Enrolled in
High-Deductible Health Plans

Increase in Average Deductible Among
Covered Workers from 2013 to 2018

45.6%
43.70%

53%
2017

2018 (January - September)

*CDC

*Kaiser Family Foundation
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Patients Lack Financial Understanding
• Though patient liabilities have continued to increase, financial literacy
remains low
% of Patients Who Are Confused by
Explanation of Benefits

71%
*InstaMed

% of Patients Who Are Confused by
Medical Bills

70%
*InstaMed
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Audience Question
• What percent of U.S. citizens wish their out-of-pocket costs were
more predictable?

50%

72%

85%
Source: Consumers for Quality Care (2016)
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Price Transparency is Evolving
Organizations’ Opinions Regarding
Helpfulness of Posting Standard
Charges Online
46%

• As of January 1, 2019,
organizations are required by
CMS to have their standard
charges posted online

36%

• CMS’ 2020 Outpatient
Prospective Payment System
proposal would expand this

18%

Will be helpful
Will be helpful

Depends on what is
posted
Depends on
what is posted

Will not be helpful
Will not be helpful

*HBI’s Revenue Cycle Academy
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Price Transparency is Evolving
• How will organizations explain
what professional charges are
and how they affect a final bill?

% of Organizations Providing Combined
Hospital and Professional Estimates

• Will physicians and other
clinical staff be prepared to
answer questions patients may
have about cost?

Estimate

47%
*HBI’s Revenue Cycle Academy
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Inconsistent Processes Hinder Progress
% of Organizations Integrating Patient Access
Functions Between Hospitals and Clinics
54%

Authorizations

Pre-Registration

Scheduling

50%

54%

• Many organizations do not
include clinic patient access
teams in a systemwide revenue
cycle structure
• What can leaders do to
meaningfully train and monitor
staff who are not under their
direct purview?

*HBI’s Revenue Cycle Academy
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Motivate Staff to Collect Upfront
1. Teach Staff to Collect Compassionately

2. Set Realistic Goals
3. Incentivize Staff to Collect

12
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Teach Staff to Collect Compassionately
Barriers to POS Collections:

•

High turnover rates

•

Inadequate training

•

Inconsistent performance
tracking and expectations

•

Perceived patient discomfort

•

Over emphasizing copays

•

Unrealistic goals

•

Lack of top-down support

• Front-end staff may perceive asking
for payment upfront to be a
negative interaction with patients
“We ask registrars to collect 80% of
copays at time of service. We had a
registrar who works within an oncology
clinic and her co-payment collection rate
had always hovered between the 4055% range. Anytime we talked to her
about it, she would say, ‘My patients are
different.’”
-Director of Access Services, UW Health
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Teach Staff to Collect Compassionately
• UW Health offers a Compassionate Collections class to frontline
hospital and clinic access staff

✓ Trainers teach staff how to handle common objections
in a patient-centric manner
✓ Emphasize collecting upfront as a positive for the
patient
✓ Scripting provided as on-the-job reference

”All of a sudden, [the
oncology clinic registrar]
was hitting 80%. She
told us the class helped
her connect the dots: It
was not the patient; it
was her. She had felt
she did not have the
skills to ask in the right
way.”
-Director of Access Services
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Teach Staff to Collect Compassionately
• As a result of these efforts and more, UW Health’s monthly front-end
collections have increased
POS Collections Dollars at UW Health

15
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Teach Staff to Collect Compassionately
•

An organization in Washington state has a dedicated patient experience
educator who observes pre-registration and registration staff to ensure they
are collecting in a patient-centric manner
Routinely visits each
clinic/facility to observe frontend staff from every shift

Observes and provides
feedback to registration
staff in real time

Uses a series of
checklists to rate staff
performance

Analyzes and scores preregistration staff
performance by listening to
recordings of their customer
service calls
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Set Realistic Goals
• Standardization is important,
but goals must be achievable
• Setting goals based on the
opportunity to collect is optimal
– It accounts for unique factors that
influence staff’s ability to collect

24% of organizations reported using another way of
setting goals

Organizations’ Primary Method for Setting
POS Collection Goals

16%
7%

As a dollar amount
As a percentage of
the accounts on
which there is an
opportunity to collect

36%

As a percentage of the
dollar opportunity

16%

As a percentage of
gross or net patient
revenue

*HBI’s Revenue Cycle Academy
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Set Realistic Goals
• A pediatric health system in Texas improved POS collections by
basing goals on the opportunity to collect overall and by service line
Implementation Steps Taken by Pediatric Organization to Improve POS Collections

• The organization consistently collects 98-99% of its annual $9 million
systemwide goal

18
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Incentivize Staff to Collect
• A pediatric organization in Georgia ties ED POS collections goals to
monetary incentives
– Each of its three hospitals has a different goal based on payer mix

• If monetary incentives are not feasible, consider alternative
incentives like lunches, gift cards, or ”wear-your-jeans-to-work” days
– An Illinois-based organization rewards registrars with vouchers for its onsite gift
shops or marketplace
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Strengthen Front-End Accountability
1. Standardize the Registration Process
2. Enhance Quality Tracking
3. Foster Denial Awareness

4. Coordinate Scheduling and Authorizations
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Standardize the Registration Process
• Registration continues to grow in complexity as medical necessity,
authorization, and payer requirements increase
Organizations With Centralized
Clinic/Physician Practice Registration

• Clinic registrars may have varied
duties, making it difficult to keep
up with these changes

15%
33%

Are centralized
Are not centralized

53%

Plan to within 12
months

62%

Of organizations have
standardized
procedures, training, and
quality assurance in
place for clinic/physician
practice registrars

*HBI’s Revenue Cycle Academy
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Standardize the Registration Process
• An organization in Missouri centralized registration in key outpatient
areas (e.g., lab, cardiology, radiology) to improve registration quality

Tailored Training

Workstation Cleanup

Quality Tool
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Enhance Quality Tracking
• The tool creates monthly reports that are shared with registrars
Example Overall Performance Report Card for Registrars at Featured Missouri Organization
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Enhance Quality Tracking
• As a result of its efforts, the Missouri-based organization increased
registration quality and reduced wait times
Improvement in
Registration Quality Rate
96%

Reduction in Patient Waiting
Time (Minutes)

Number of Patients Waiting
Over Ten Minutes (per Month)
33

10

70%
12

4

July 2016

January 2017

July 2016

January 2017

July 2016

January 2017
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Foster Denial Awareness
• In 2018, HBI’s members
reported denials as a top
area of focus

Organizations’ Top Three Denial Root Causes
as Self-Reported

66%

Medical Necessity

• Authorization-related
issues are the third-most
reported cause of denials

Additional Documentation
Needed

Oftentimes, these denials do not make
their way back to the originating
department

No or Incorrect Auth

52%

32%

*HBI’s Revenue Cycle Academy
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Foster Denial Awareness
• Access and pre-auth staff are
included on a denial
management committee at
one organization in Georgia

A monthly report card is sent to pre-auth
staff, which includes denials they were
accountable for.
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Coordinate Scheduling and Authorizations
• The organization also has segments of its scheduling and pre-auth
teams report to the same manager

27
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Coordinate Scheduling and Authorizations
• A workflow tool automatically sends
in-scope services from scheduling
to the authorization team

Excerpt of Georgia Organization’s Payer
Pre-Auth Chart for Schedulers

• Pre-auth staff work accounts by
appointment date and are held to
hourly productivity goals:
– Diagnostic Pre-Auth Staff: 4 per hour
– Surgery Pre-Auth Staff: 5 per hour
– ED to IP Admissions Pre-Auth Staff: 6 to 6.5
per hour
Schedulers use a cheat sheet to identify how far in
advance services should be scheduled by payer.
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Coordinate Scheduling and Authorizations
• As a result of its strategies, the organization is able to secure preauths further in advance
Number of Days in Advance Diagnostic Pre-Auths Are
Obtained at Georgia Organization
Then

1

Day Before
Care

Now

4-5

Days Before
Care

“Successful pre-auth
processes are a team effort.
Not every health system has
scheduling and pre-auth staff
married together and there is
a great value in that. In
addition to teamwork, it is
critical to understand your
denials so you can work the
root causes to improve and
eliminate them.”

Obtained 95% of the time

-Pre-Authorization Manager, Featured
Organization in Georgia
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Create a Consumer-Friendly Experience
1. Examining Trends in Self-Service

2. Offer a Customizable Experience
3. Embrace Mobile Technology
4. Enable Patients to Generate Estimates

30
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Examining Trends in Self-Service
What Self-Service Options are Organizations Currently Offering?
*HBI’s Revenue Cycle Academy

27%

39%

Offer Mobile
Scheduling

Allow Patients to
Pre-Register
Online

15%

Estimate

Enable Patients to
Create Their Own
Estimates

53%

33%

Allow Patients to
Schedule Online

Offer a Mobile
Billing Option
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Offer a Customizable Experience
•

Online pre-registration offers a positive, private
experience
– But, make sure the portal guides patients through the
process

•

Consider allowing patients to specify unique needs,
such as if they need a translator or have religious
beliefs that may affect their care
Average Time to Register
Pre-Registered Patients

Average Time to Register
Patients Who Are Not Preregistered

3.2

9.5

minutes

minutes
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Audience Question
• What percent of patients would like to check in for their service
using their own mobile device?

37%

75%

80%
Source: InstaMed (2017)
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Embrace Mobile Technology
• A cancer center in Florida is phasing out its
check-in kiosks for portable tablets and other
mobile options

Cost Per Unit of Self-Service
Technology Determined by
Featured Florida
Organization
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Embrace Mobile Technology
• The new process accommodates both patients who want to preregister online and those who prefer to register in person

Patient pre-registers
online using their
mobile device

On arrival, they scan a
code off their personal
phone on the tablet

Patient’s information
is populated
automatically

Registrar affixes an
armband onto the
patient

• Utilization is high: 70% of patients sign up for an account prior to
their first visit

36
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Enable Patients to Generate Estimates
• Providing estimates is an effective way
to spark financial conversations

% of Organizations Have Increased
Pre-Service and POS Collections by
Providing Estimates

• New regulations may create confusion
and a possible uptick in estimates
• Get ahead of it through proactive
education and by leveraging technology

47%

Of organizations plan to provide
complementary education to charge lists

73%
*HBI’s Revenue Cycle Academy
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Enable Patients to Generate Estimates
•

An organization in Utah allows
patients to create estimates using
the patient portal or a tool on its
public-facing website
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Reinvigorate Financial Assistance
1. Calibrate Your Policy to Protect Mission and Margin

2. Connect With Patients Proactively
3. Build Financial Awareness

39
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Calibrate Your Policy to Protect Mission and Margin
• Financial assistance is important to both your financial and missionbased goals
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Calibrate Your Policy to Protect Mission and Margin
•

Many organizations offer parameters for partial assistance, and some are upping
the ceiling for full write-offs

•

Factors to consider:
– Local cost of living
– Unique patient population
characteristics
– Organizational characteristics
In 2019, the FPL for an individual
in the 48 contiguous states and the
District of Columbia is $12,490,
and the amount increases by
$4,420 for each additional family
member.
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Calibrate Your Policy to Protect Mission and Margin
•

A health system in Utah streamlined its financial assistance models to prevent
confusion and encourage patients to apply

•

Estimated financial impact: $22 million in bad debt is expected to move to
charity care
Financial Assistance Models at Featured Utah Organization

Previously, the
organization had
four assistance
models, as well
as assistance for
extenuating
circumstances.

42
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Calibrate Your Policy to Protect Mission and Margin
•

A multi-state health system in the Northwest offers full or partial assistance to
both patients who are uninsured or have a balance after insurance

•

Also has a catastrophic clause that allows decisions to be made based on
unique situations (e.g., new illness or death in family)
Financial Assistance at Featured Northwestern
Organization
Household Income as a %
of FPL

Write-Off Amount

300% or less

100%

301-350%

75%

“It’s not an easy job. When you
talk to people about their finances
in a really critical time, you need
the right temperament and the
ability to have empathy, but still
be able to gather the necessary
information.”
-Director of Financial Counseling
and Assistance
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Connect With Patients Proactively
•

The aforementioned cancer center in Florida calls scheduled self-pay patients and
those whose previous charity determination is expiring a week before care to
screen them for assistance

•

Counselors follow a multi-step process:
1) Screen patient for Medicaid eligibility
2) Automatically screen patient for financial
assistance eligibility using third-party vendor
3) Manually screen patient with vendor-provided
portal
4) If patient cannot be cleared, advise them to fill
out financial assistance application

If either of these screenings show the patient
qualifies, counselors can approve them
immediately for assistance.
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Connect With Patients Proactively
•

Set an out-of-pocket balance threshold at which
patients are automatically given financial
assistance information or routed to financial
counselors
•

A North Carolina provider routes uninsured patients with
balances over $5,000 to financial counselors.

•

A Washington State organization sends patients with
scheduled procedures over $1,000 to financial
counselors.

•

A CAH in Washington connects patients discharged
from the ED with a history of bad debt or an estimated
responsibility of over $2,000 to financial counselors.

45
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Build Financial Awareness
• Who should be involved in educating
patients?
–
–
–
–
–

Pre-service staff
Frontline access staff (e.g., registrars)
Price estimation staff
Financial counselors
Physicians and other clinicians
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Build Financial Awareness
• Financial counselors at an organization in Pennsylvania call
scheduled surgery patients three days after sending estimates to
educate them about their costs and gauge their ability to pay

Process for Informing Insured Surgery Patients of Their
Out-of-Pocket Costs at Pennsylvania Organization

“Financial counselors
aim to gain insight into
the patient’s financial
situation, and, if the
patient expresses
hardship, they offer to
help them set up a
payment plan or apply
for our charity program.”
-Financial Counselor Supervisor
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Questions?
Kelli Jenkins
Research Analyst
kjenkins@hbinsights.com
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